
- Shawn to send minutes to Steve so they can be typed up and sent out. Will move approval of 
minutes to next meeting.

Minutes

No officer reports

- Seeing some debris that were under snow, cleaned up now. 
- Spring clean up is in progress from landscaping company
- New fence erected end of driveway 2, got the old fence taken out
- Damage from snow removal was corrected, but Steve saw some that were not corrected yet. 

Need to get that fixed.
- Working on the plan for what needs to happen with clean up and maintenance this year. 
- Noticed as weather is warm, foot traffic is increasing the litter. Someone walking the grounds to 

pick up each week. 
- City of Madison put a public trashcan across street from driveway 3. 

○ What happens to the items - Steve reports as dumping, and we have to involve PD in order 
to avoid the fees.

○ Follow-up: send out an education notice to residents on large item rules and what to do.

- Lots of problems with dumping by 2nd/3rd driveways

○ Bird feeders

○ Unit 6820 has made a good number of improvements in their behaviors

- Other common violations

Property Management Report

Review of March Financials
Delinquencies update: Qi is caught up now
Snow - were under budget for year, and all invoices have been received
Large 10,865 for maintenance includes fence work. Fence project now paid in full. 

Still want to take down the split rail fence. Confirmed for Caribou to do.-

- When we originally put up the fence saw some broken parts, now seeing more by Water Leaf side 
seeing some 
Drainage dip under the fence, seen 1 or 2 kids crawl underneath the fence-

Overall big improvement in the foot traffic-

- Vehicle gate - lock was put on. Caribou will cut it off because we need to have a key.
- Getting a lock put on that will have lock access from both sides installed.

Fence Update

○ To include a detailed report so we can assess what's owner/association
- Working on bids for concrete, aiming for 3. lots of work to be done.

3.5 hours walkthrough done to look at it-

- Found most of the concrete porches have a frost wall underneath. These are 3 ft deep into the 
ground, poured to keep from settling. Where hollow holes, looks like going to collapse, they will 
not because of the frost walls.

- Want to shave down where there are lifted spots, anything more than an inch needs to be.
- For porches, some wants to fill in, some wants to cut out and repour. Only 2 porches where he 

wants to resurface. One has a bunch of metal sticking through.

Concrete Repairs
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wants to resurface. One has a bunch of metal sticking through.
- A lot on sidewalks too that can be repaired without cutting out - can resurface/repair.

○ It depends - if structural condo association.
- Who owns porch repair?

- 6950 - basement leaks, think some cause from porch. From what we can tell also some brick 
issues. Need follow-up to determine if association issue.

- For the owner responsibility ones - if owner does not get done within a deadline, then condo 
association would assess fee to owner to have it done.

- Had water in basement, going to call the city

She mentioned something about having reported it to Caribou prior, but cannot find a 
record of it.

○

○ By the time Steve called back a bit later had already called the city about it

- She contacted Caribou, left a VM, on her first notice to us she said she would call the city about it

- We only get a fee if action not taken by their deadline
- Record every time that she didn't respond/give access, that way if we miss deadline, we can say it 

was her fault

6950 basement leak issue

- Seeing significant improvement with garbage can, front porch cleaner, car parking, no more oil
- Using bags now, still a violation. If they fix it within the timeframe of the notice, they don't get 

fined.
- For follow-up some point in future, help explain rules to BOD about when can/can't fine the 

tenants of a unit for violations.
- So not currently getting fined because the way the rules work.
- Researching laws for how we can deny an owner the right to rent in the future. 
- Also ask what we can do with our condo rules for application to the tenants related to the fees.

6820 violations

Reviewed all the requirements including what to fix from last season-

- Expecting to get started as early as mid-May or June
- Steve to keep badgering on start date

Eric Welch painting confirmed - May or June

- Getting final price to confirm, will start 2-3 week period from that time. 
Driveway 2 this year-

Chimney Caps

- One of the buildings on drive 2, north side, had several lights out all the way around
- Electrician reviewed, one light pole causing the rest to fail
- Just received a bid ~$300 to fix, some trenching, underground issues
- Steve to send that bid out for approval this week
- For driveway 3 need to send out a quote to group for approval ~$1500
- Looking at driveway 2 pole that is out, determine if same or different circuit
- Across from dive 2 mailboxes seems to need extra monitoring, Sue saw it out
- Little light between 6820 and other building - short pole in the middle of the yard, should be on 

now. 

○ Important to have it separately bid so we can see if the work can be separated the way we 
can afford.

○ Want to have every photocell included, think it's 6 circuits, want to see per circuit what it 
would cost to replace all the wiring in an area.

- Last year, we discussed getting bids to do circuit by circuit. This is an in progress task for Steve.

Lighting
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- 3 owners have requested repairs - one unit is for sale, the other 2 are not. balconies are wood, 
wood is degraded. Deck portion is owner responsibility. The railings/divider wall/frame is condo 
association. 

- What materials do we want to use? (wood or composite) We want to use wood.
- Consideration is also that codes for balconies have changed
- 4 boards instead of 3 to bring it to code is the decision. Keeping it the closest look. 
- In the past when they have been done, are they using Cedar or White Pine? Don't recall. Jim is 

recommending Cedar for it to last 50 years. 
- The boards underneath were Cedar on Dan's, his was redone 3-5 years ago. 
- During walkthrough, let's see what other balconies we need to include in this bid.

Balcony Repairs

- Noticed a lot of dryer vents that are clogged.
- Carryl Co used to go through and clean the dryer vents. Sent maintenance guy to do it.
- $60-85 to do a full cleaning all the way to dryer
- Direction from board is to have maintenance guys clean the external vent.
- Send a reminder out to owners to: change furnace filter, change smoke detector batteries, clean 

dryer vents, clean chimneys, turn on outdoor water spigots
- In the future, remember to send the notice out prior to the Spring Walkthrough. Every March and 

August, have a task to send out notice to owners about walkthroughs and maintenance 
reminders.

- Is there an online maintenance request form? Not currently easy to find. Steve to put together a 
tipsheet for how to find it.

Dryer Vents

- Last Friday noticed a lot of downspouts, high up, that are becoming detached from the buildings. 
One that flew off during high winds recently. Fixed that one. Lots of other places that can happen.

- Lots that are crimped on the end or clogged.
- The association talked about having some gutter work done. Wanted to make sure still looking at 

for this season.

 Steve to double check if done.
○ Complete gutters where there are spots without gutters - finished that up last fall. 

○ Repairs need to get to right away for ones falling off buildings. Does not need board 
approval. 

 What kind? 
 Black tubing kind better to withstand getting beat up from landscaping/snow removal 

○ For crimped/bent - yes want to have fixed. 

- Let's separate into 2 issues:

Gutters/downspouts

- How to document the issues during the walkthrough
- Spreadsheet by unit, list each unit, if something in front or on the unit, has to be owners 

responsibility use that as organization. Jim will bring copies of it.
- Similarly have a list by driveway of the larger things
- Gather at 9am, driveway 1 Saturday

Walkthrough logistics

○ Next step - Steve to get bid. Want to have similar in style to what was done last year. Trim 
the bottom of the larger pine trees.

- Still had budgeted for some more landscaping work between drive 1 and 2. There is 8,000 in 
budget for landscaping.

Landscaping updates
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the bottom of the larger pine trees.
- On other side of driveway 3 took out bushes, didn't put in plants. There are some spots with 

plants, some spots without.  We can look at the area during the walkthrough.
- Let the company know that they need to haul away the freshly cut pines.
- Beautification team - one owner responded. Steve to send out another reminder that is not an 

attachment so that they can read it easily. Try again to see if interest.
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